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Preface

July 28, 2012
You are reading the 2nd revision of the Leask-Fraser history. Questions were raised for my
conclusions in the first history. Perhaps my original due diligence researching this history
was lacking or inferior. With an open mind I returned to the previously researched
records and began anew to discover where George Leask Fraser was born. I missed
reading some records. This writing will have much more additional information.
The children of George Leask Fraser have all followed their father from this life. The
youngest of his living grandchildren are in their 50s as of this date, the older grandchildren
are now in their 70s while at least one has died. One of his grandchildren that was old
enough to have vivid memories of him, Helen Cathro, has expressed fond memories of
her "wee Grandpa" Fraser. Helen remembers him on Friday nights, coming from the pub
after a hard week's working at the Singer Sewing Machine Company to his flat on the third
floor at 150 Kilbowie Road, Clydebank, with an arm full of fish and chips and he was always
ready to give his grandchildren their weekly "pay", usually a six-pence or a shilling, since
Friday was their payday too. If the reader is a grandchild of George Leask Fraser and
wishes to express some comments or other information please contact me by email at
joe@fizell.org.
We start our story at the beginning. We know where Grandpa George Fraser came from
but not where his father, George Fraser was born. In 2007 I was stuck locating a Scots
ancestor of mine, my great grandfather, William Wilson Hyslop. Irene Coyle, cousin of my
wife, Helen Cathro Fizell, had the same problem locating records for their ancestor,
George Fraser, born in 1857. She told me she exhausted many, many hours and a small
fortune looking for birth records for her great grandfather. He was not to be found. Irene
engaged the services of a professional genealogist, who in short order found the birth
record of a boy, George Gellan Leask, the son of Ann Leask. That boy is thought to be
Irene and Helen’s ancestor, George Fraser. Using the same research style of the
professional genealogist I was able to find the birth record for my ancestor, William
Wilson Hyslop. It is with gratitude and appreciation that I thank Irene Coyle for sharing
her information. Also, it is with that professional genealogist’s discovery that provides
the basis of investigation for this book.
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This genealogy report will attempt to provide more than just names, dates and
relationships of Grandpa Fraser's ancestors and of his descendants. Where research is
rewarded, this document will attempt be a family story that future descendants of George
Fraser may come to feel they know their ancestors as if they had met them themselves.
Included are copies of records with information on how I interpreted those records,
copies of maps identifying where each ancestor lived and where possible, photos of
locations where their ancestors once lived. There are no known photos of Grandpa Fraser
who died in 1951.
This report will be presented in chronological order. When discussing the same time
period, the text may change focus from one family member to another then back again.
Because there were a few individuals with some combinations of the names “Ann” and
"George" and "Leask" and "Fraser", every attempt was made to provide the individual
being discussed with enough facts to keep them separate in the reader's mind.
This Leask-Fraser family history will be available for further revisions and/or additions if
Grandpa Fraser's grandchildren or great grandchildren discover photos and information
they wish to have included. All statements and conclusions made by the author are
backed up by the documents published in the end notes, all for the reader to review and
decide for themselves.
Finally, this book is provided in Adobe .pdf file format for use on a computer. Using the
free Adobe Reader program, any reader will have the opportunity to print out all the
pages for a hard paper copy. However, I suggest reading or viewing the copies of the
records found in the endnotes on your computer, that you may enlarge or zoom in on the
various maps, photos and documents.
Joe Fizell
325 E Church Ave Apt 313
Telford, PA 18969-1784, USA
email: joe@fizell.org
215-721-4676
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Genealogy of Leask and Fraser surnames
Chapter One

James Leask is the 3rd great grandfather to Helen Hume Fraser Cathro (and all the cousins
of their generation) on the Fraser family line. James Leask was born about 1797 in
Scotland according to an unsubstantiated family tree listed in Ancestry.com. We do know
in 1830 that James Leask was living in the Parish of Turriff, Aberdeenshire, Scotland. A bit
south of Turriff was the Parish of Auchterless, Aberdeenshire. Living in Auchterless was
Lillias Middleton, daughter of James Middleton and Margaret Crombie.1 Lillias was born
in 1796i in Gordonstown, Auchterless.
James Leask and Lillias Middleton posted their marriage banns in Turriff and Auchterless
and then were married in Auchterless on June 26, 1830ii. Photos of the Auchterless Kirk
and Kirkyard can be viewed at this link.2

1

Lillias Middleton was the 11th child of James Middleton and Margaret Crombie, farmers near Gordonstown,
Parish of Auchterless. Lillis' siblings, her parents and grandparents will be discussed in another essay. Their family
Tree can be viewed on Ancestry.com.
2
http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/archaeology/projects/formartine.pdf
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The photo above is a portion of John Thomson's Atlas of 1832 as found on the National
Library of Scotland/maps website3. This portion was cropped to show the close proximity
to each other of Turriff, Auchterless and Forgue Parishes. Note in the lower right hand
corner the letters "Y", "V","I", which is the Parish of Fyvie, a location featured later in this
text. The exact locations within each Parish where the Leasks and Middletons lived their
lives is, so far, lost to antiquity, but with some modern technology we hope to take a peek
back into Scotland's distant past.
While living in Nether Thornybank, Auchterless, James and Lillias had a son, George Leask,
on September 20, 1830iii. The enlargement below is of the previous map and it shows the
locations of the hamlets of Thornybank and Netherthird, possible location of the Leask
family when their son George was born and close proximity to Gordonstown, birthplace
of Lillias Middleton.

Several years later James and Lillias were living in the Parish of Forgue, Aberdeenshire
when Lillias give birth to a girl, Ann Thain Leask, born on September 30, 1834iv.
Unfortunately the birth record does not list the village in Forgue but Scotland began
taking a national census in 1841 which identified their village. The first Scottish Census of
1841 finds James Leaskv, 40 years old, his wife Lillias, also 40 years old and daughter Ann,
6 years old living in the Village of Aucharnie, Forgue, Aberdeenshire.

3

National Library of Scotland/Maps
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As can be viewed in the map above, the village of Aucharnie, Forgue is but a short walk
from Thornybank, Auchterless. James Leask was an Agriculture Labourer. Son George,
who would be about 10 or 11 years old is not readily identified in other 1841 census
records. Considering the status of James Leask's occupation, it could be assumed their
son George was living and working with another family as a farm labourer or Herd Boy,
and was possibly missed by a census taker. Young poor Scots children living in rural areas
had few opportunities; most boys became agricultural laborers or shepherds and the girls
became domestic or farm servants when possible.
What landscape and terrain did the Leask family see as they moved about in their quiet
Scots countryside and village of Aucharnie in 1841? With the modern technology referred
to earlier, we have some photos of the present day village of Aucharnie, where the narrow
dirt road has been paved over with macadam as the road passes alongside workers
homes, called bothies4, which were rented by the local farmer to his loyal worker's
families.
In the four photos that follow we see the present day rural village of Aucharnie consisting
of three cottages, once called bothies, and a farm house. If we were driving from
Auchterless to Aucharnie, what we would see in the first photo is our driving into

4

Dictionary: Origin 1560-70, probably Scots Gaelic bothan: a cottage or hut, a mountain shelter, a farmworker's
summer quarters.
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Aucharnie. Ahead the road will turn right to pass the cottages with Farm buildings on the
left. We can see the rear of the cottages from this view.

In the photo below we turn into the village of Aucharnie.
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In front of the middle cottage is a sign that proudly declares this is the village of Aucharnie.
These cottages are in the same place as the village was on the 1832 map above. The
photo below is the road narrowing to single lane as it leaves the village.
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This area of Scotland is still very rural but before returning to the Leask Fraser genealogy,
some facts about mid-nineteenth century Aucharnie Village. In 1841 there were ninetyfive Scots citizens living in the jurisdiction of this village5. There were nine farms
surrounding the village. The farmer’s average age was 50, their wives average age was
38.5 and nearly all their children were under ten years of age. The village had a Wright, a
Mason, a Blacksmith and a Shoemaker with average ages of 33 plus a 30 year old female
teacher with small children but no husband. There were nine Agricultural Laborers in
Aucharnie and our James Leask was one of four who had bothies for their family to live
in, the others lived on the farms where they worked. Three of the farmers with young
wives and small children were able to afford to hire five girls as Domestic Servants and by
a strange coincidence all the girls were 15 years of age. In the village were two young
women with small children whose husbands were absent, working elsewhere and one 55
year old woman who was listed as Independent with a 20 year old Gardener as boarder.
Finally, there were six women scattered through the village who were listed as poor with
an average age of 64.
From studying the 1841 census for Aucharnie it is apparent that families in rural Scotland
could not afford to keep their children home. Absent from the village were men and
women between the ages of 16 and early 30s, unless they were one of the men with a
craft or a woman married to a farmer. There was just no work for unskilled labor and
small farms struggled to support a couple and small children so once children reached the
age of puberty, for the most part, they left to survive on their own.
The attentive reader will note some discrepancies in the previous narrative before I went
off the subject of our Leask genealogy. It was noted earlier that James Leask was born
about 1797 and Lillias was born 1796, yet he and Lillias are listed at 40 years of age in the
1841 Census. The Ancestry.com family tree that provided James Leask’s birth date lacked
documentation but Lillias' birth record proves she was 45 years old in 1841. Although the
Census taker recorded James and Lillias ages as 40 years, history has proved that people
do not always give their real ages to Census takers for a variety of reasons, some examples
will be shown later.
James Leask and his wife Lillias are not to be found in any later Census records. Trying to
find the dates of their deaths has proved fruitless. Scotland's People, the official Scots
online website cautions the genealogy researcher using the Old Parish Records (OPR) of
5

Using the 1841 census page for James Leask family, plus the page before and the page after.
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Scotland: "Of all the OPR records, those of deaths and/or burials are acknowledged to be
the most sparsely kept. Since there was no requirement to record these, a great many
parishes simply did not bother and of those that did, many have not survived."
The Census of 1851 failed to provide a record for James and Lillias Leask or their son
George, however their daughter Ann Leask, 16 years old, was a house Servant in the home
of a Miller by the name of James Watson, his wife Christina, their two young sons along
with another house servant, in the Parish of Meldrum, as viewed in this census.vi This
map below shows the distance from her home in the Parish of Forgue that Ann had to
travel to the Parish of Meldrum in order to secure the only employment she was skilled
to perform, as a domestic servant.

The next record found for Ann Leask was from the professional genealogy researcher
secured by Irene Coyle in 2007. That record provides evidence that 23 year old Ann Leask
gave birth to a son, George Gellan Leask on March 23, 1857, in Middlehill in the Parish of
Auchterless, Aberdeenshire. At the time of her son's birth, Ann Leask was a Domestic
Servant, and young George was born Illegitimatevii.
11
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From the map above we can see Middlehill is very close to Gordonstown where Ann's
mother was born. A bit further northwest is Thornybank, birthplace of Ann's brother
George. Where Ann Leask was living and working when she became in the family way is
not known. What we do know, Ann was a domestic servant in 1851 living in Old Meldrum.
Six years later she returned to the area where she and her parents once resided to deliver
her own child without a husband. Under normal circumstances Ann would have
depended upon her parents to help raise her infant son. In rural areas of Scotland, by
necessity, domestic servants resided with employers. Employers who would take a dim
view of their servants caring for a toddler instead of performing their paid duties.
As discussed, Middlehill, Parish of Auchterless, is the place where George Gellan Leask
was born. It is a small rural community with only four families residing in Middlehill in
18616. Yet Ann Fraser did go to Middlehill to have her son. She needed friends or family
to support her in her time of need.
There was a Gellan family living in Middlehill, Parish of Auchterless, according to the
census records in 1851viii and 1861ix. John Gellan was a farmer of 14 or 18 acres and a
carpenter. His wife, Jane Gellan, whose maiden name was Middletonx, as much as can be
determined, was not in the immediate family of Lillias Middleton, mother of Ann Thain
Fraser, but Jane Gellan may have been a cousin7 of Ann Leask. John and Jane Gellan were

6
7

1861 Census for George Gellan plus the page following.
1812 marriage banns of John Gellan and Jane Middleton
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in their 70s and 80s during these two census records and living with them were their son
George Gellan, daughter Jane Gellan and granddaughter Margaret Booth.
It can be assumed that Ann Leask gave birth to her son, George Gellan Leask, in the Gellan
home and out of gratitude for their support and love, Ann honored this family by the
name she gave to her son: George for her brother, Gellan for the Gellan family and Leask
because she was unmarried. Sometimes, an unwed mother would provide the name of
the father to the Registrar to be noted on the birth record even though there had been
no marriage. Ann Leask did not.
Female domestic servants were not hired if they brought a baby along. Just who cared
for Ann's son, George Gellan Leask, after she had to go back to earning a living was not
immediately known.
Three years after the birth of her son, Ann's older brother, George Leask, now 29 years
old and living at 90 George Street, Aberdeen and working as a Hostler, or Ostler, which is
a stableman, on June 8, 1860 he married Ann Davidson, also 29 years old. Their marriage
record showed that George's parents, James Leask and Lillias Middleton were both
deceased supporting our earlier theory. Ann Davidson's parents, are also listed on the
marriage record. Her father, William Davidson was a Manager at a Brick Works but her
mother, Ann Mair, was deceasedxi.
Ann Leask’s son, George Gellan Leask, was obviously not being cared for by his
grandparents nor by Ann's brother George who was now living in Aberdeen. Where was
he?
The next year was 1861, and fortunate for our research, a Census year and another Leask
birth. The George Leask 1861 Census taken on 7 April 1861 finds the newly married
couple living in an apartment at 81 George Street, Aberdeen, with George's occupation
listed as an Ostlerxii. In 1861, the building at 81 George Street contained at least three
flats or apartments and this block of George Street lay between St. Andrew Street and
Loch Street. The 1886 Ordnance Survey map shown below has George Street in yellow
and the block they lived on, in red. Today this street is a major shopping center with
access on George Street only by busesxiii.
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What is not recorded in their census, George's wife Ann was about to become a mother.
William Leask, son of George and Ann (Davidson) Leask was born on April 14, 1861 at 81
George Street, Aberdeen. The birth, only seven days after the Census Taker moved on.
As mentioned previously, the father, George Leask's occupation was as a Hostlerxiv. Our
Ann Leask was now an Aunt as well as a mother! Sadly, their son William diedxv of
convulsions at 11 weeks of age8.
While in another Census of 1861xvi our Ann Leask, now 24, her birth place listed as Forgue,
Aberdeenshire, was a domestic servant on the farm of Alexander Duncan in Brownhill,
Parish of Fyvie in Aberdeenshire. However her son George Gellan Leask, was not living
with her. Ann, while not able to keep her little boy with her on the farm where she
worked as a live-in servant, did arrange for his care in Gordonstown, near Middlehill, the
village where he was born, bearing in mind that her family safety net, her parents were
both deceased and her brother and his wife lived in Aberdeen.
While searches for Ann's son, George Gellan Leask have always proved fruitless except
for his birth, the 1861 Census finds a young George Fraser, 4 years old, born in
Auchterless, Aberdeenshire, living as a Boarder in the household of Christian Bruce, a 54
year old widow as head of household, her 14 year old daughter May Bruce, her 9 year old
son John Bruce, and her 89 year old widower father, John Scaberty. The Bruce household
was in the village of Gordonstown, Parish of Auchterless, Aberdeenshirexvii. By viewing
the map on page 6 it can be seen that Gordonstown Village is near the Parish borders of
Auchterless and Fyvie, not too distant from where Ann was working on the Alexander
Duncan farm. No birth records for this 4 year old George Fraser have been found. There
are no census records for a George Gellan Leask. We hereby make the assumption that
George Gellan Leask and 4 year old George Fraser, boarder, are in fact, one and the same
individual. We feel affirmation and the link will be seen later in the story.
The practice of illegitimate children assuming their father’s surname was initially
discovered while researching another individual in our family tree in the Southwest of
Scotland, William Wilson Hyslop, who was born under similar circumstances as George
Gellan Leask9. Seeking explanations, we learned the illegitimacy rate in Scotland between
1750 and 1900 was 9 percent except for two areas of Scotland, in the NE counties and the
SW counties, where the illegitimacy rate exceeded 13 percent. A 1993 study published
8
9

Death record: William Leask, 1 July 1861, son of Ann Davidson and George Leask.
The Wilson-Hyslop genealogy file is available on the Fizell.org website.
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by Andrew Blaikie, Lecturer in Sociology at the University of Aberdeen was titled
"Illegitimacy, Sex and Society, Northeast Scotland, 1750-1900". Dr. Blaikie describes the
causes of social conditions in Northeast Scotland and he said the same causes existed in
Southwest Scotland. His 266 page study reveals new insight to social behavior in rural
areas of Scotland where employment for males had become very scarce for decades.
Extensive record searches in the National Records of Scotland through Scotland’s People
website have been fruitless when searching for any links connecting Ann Leask and
Duncan Fraser, either in marriage or a census where they were listed together. There
were many Duncan Fraser census records with a wife named Ann but all the marriages
investigated proved that the wife was not Ann Leask.
At this juncture, for lack of further evidence, as noted above, we assumed that Ann Leask,
although she named her son George Gellan Leask at his birth, later called him George
Fraser and we believe she declared his father to be a Duncan Fraser10. At no time is there
evidence that George Fraser ever used or acknowledged the name Gellan, his given
middle name at birth. From now on in our story, he is George Fraser in every record that
we find.
Reading family histories can be so confusing to the reader when one generation after
another uses the same given names for their children. So many George's, Ann's, William's,
James', etc., the reader has to concentrate to keep the individuals separate which can
quickly become confusing and boring. Middle names help with this issue. While writing
this family history, as many facts as possible were listed for each individual to reduce
confusion or keep the family history interesting enough to maintain the reader's attention
and to help solve all genealogy questions as noted later.
The 1871 Census has not provided a record we can associate with Ann Leask even though
we have proof she is still alive in 1882, to be shown later in this genealogy report.
However, Ann's brother, George Leask, in 1871 is living at 16 Crimon Place within the
“Boundries of the; Civil Parish of Old Machar; Quoad sacra Parish of Gilcomston; Royal
Burgh of Aberdeen; Aberdeenshirexviii”. That is a mouthful of locations where only one
solitary house stands. According to the Vision of Britain website11 "Machar, Old, a parish
of SE Aberdeenshire, containing great part of Aberdeen city . . . In the presbytery and synod
of Aberdeen, this parish is divided ecclesiastically into Old Machar, Ferry Hill, Gilcomston,
10
11

On his 1882 marriage record, George Leask Fraser claimed his father to be a Duncan Fraser, Farmer (deceased).
Vision of Britain
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Holburn, Rosemount, Rubislaw, and Woodside, with part of John Knox." So after all the
above is sorted, 16 Crimon Place is on a street in present day Aberdeen City only half a
mile from George Leask's 1861 residence. In the photo below, 16 Crimon Place appears
to have been replaced by these two new buildings. The building on the left is 20 Crimon
Place and the first old building on the right of the new buildings, is 10 Crimon Place.

We are still looking for Ann Leask's son, George Fraser. In this 1871 Census record, Ann
Leask's older brother George Leask, is now 43, a Labourer, the head of household residing
with his wife Ann Leask, also 43 years old AND his nephew, George Fraser, 16 years of age
is a Message Boy. On this census, George Leask's birth place is listed as Auchterless, as is
his nephew, George Fraser’s birthplace. George Leask's wife, born Ann Davidson, lists her
birth place as Lore Port, Kincardineshire. This is our proof that George Fraser, nephew of
George Leask, brother of Ann Thain Leask. (Thain from her birth record.)
Thus far in our research we have traced the genealogy from James Leask to his grandson
George Gellan Leask, who lived by the name of George Fraser from 4 years of age and
now at 16 years of age. At no juncture in George Fraser's life is there evidence that
Duncan Fraser played any part in rearing or being a parent to his son. Although there is
16
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no doubt, as a child George Fraser must have lived at times with his mother, Ann Leask,
the current available records do not provide evidence for us to include in this history.
The next Census, 1881 in the Civil Parish of Barony; Quoad sacra Parish of Wellpark;
School District of Glasgow; Parliamentary Municipal Burg of Glasgow, Larnarkshire allows
us to follow Uncle George Leask, now 52, his birthplace Auchterless, Aberdeen. He is
working as a Carter in Lanarkshirexix. George and his wife Ann Leask, 52, birthplace
Logiepert, Forfarshire are living at 54 Fisher Street, Dennistoun, Lanarkshire.

If the reader lived in Scotland he or she would know Dennistoun today is a neighborhood
in Glasgow. Fisher Street was eliminated with urban renewal around 1902. Dennistoun
will be a prominent location for later Fraser homes.
The 1892 map above shows Fisher Street highlighted in yellow with rows of residential
buildings, flats or apartments on either side of the street. Note the close proximity of
Wellpark Brewery, probable place of employment for Uncle George Leask. The photo
below is an aerial view of the same area in Glasgow in 2012.
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Also, in the 1881 Census we find Ann Leask’s son, George Fraser, now a Mason, 24 years
of age, birthplace listed as Auchterless, Aberdeen, who is living at 153 Dundas Street,
Falkirk in Stirlingshire. He is a Boarder living with the family of John Patterson, a Police
Constable in Falkirkxx. It would appear in the ten years between census records George
Fraser had served as a mason apprentice and earned the status of journeyman mason.
To recap, George Fraser lived originally in Auchterless, moved to Aberdeen to live with
his aunt and uncle and twenty years later is living in Falkirk, Stirlingshire. As we will learn,
he soon moved again.
The following year, 30 June 1882 at 5 Woodlands Terrace, Glasgow, George Fraser, age
25, a Mason Journeyman Bachelor living at 25 Market Street, East Glasgow, married
Elizabeth McAlpine, age 24, a Spinster, living at 25 Market Street, East Glasgow. On their
wedding record George Fraser listed his parents as Duncan Fraser, Farmer (deceased) and
Ann Fraser, Maiden Surname was Leask. As mentioned previously, Ann Leask was alive
in 1882, at the time of her son's wedding although as of this writing, her location
unknown.
George Fraser's bride Elizabeth McAlpine listed her parents as Duncan McAlpine, Clothier
(deceased) and Jane McAlpine, Maiden Surname Gemmellxxi. Referring back to the ages
18
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listed on their marriage records, 25 years for George and 24 years for Elizabeth. Hmm,
this is why a genealogy researcher must always be aware ages given on census and
marriage records, may be fudged for reasons known only to the individuals. Elizabeth
McAlpine's birth recordsxxii show she is 3 years plus older than husband George. A fact I
wonder if George ever knew.
25 Market Street is not to be found in Glasgow on the Internet however the location
where George and Elizabeth were married is identified by the address, 5 Woodlands
Terrace. The actual building today is
shown in this photo, the door on the right.
This section of Glasgow is called the
Woodlands, partially surrounded by
Kelvingrove Park, in the vicinity of the
University of Glasgow. It is quite possible
in 1882 this building was the official
Register office where civil weddings were
performed since a similar building up the
street at 22 Park Circus, until March 2012,
was the current location for civil ceremonies in Glasgow.
The Woodlands section of Glasgow has survived since the late 19th century. The proof is
in this 1892 map. It provides an idea of how the buildings were laid out. Number 5
Woodlands Terrace is highlighted. The pinkish color added is shrubbery between the end
of a row of buildings and the
Park Church. While looking
at the buildings from street
level by using a computer
and Google Maps to navigate
around the block onto
Lynedoch Place where the
19st century blends with the
21st Century of today.
The Shrubbery and the Park
Church Steeple on the map are transformed into an amazing new expensive apartment
and penthouse building as seen in the following photo.
19
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It would be interesting to visit this
site in Glasgow to see how the Scots
melded the old church Steeple into
the new building.
Returning to George and Elizabeth
Fraser, they celebrated births of
two boys. George Fraser, our "wee"
Grandpa, was born on August 9,
1882 at 25 Market Street,
Glasgowxxiii.
Their second son,
Henry Fraser was born on March 6,
1887 at 210 London Road, Glasgowxxiv. As mentioned before, we have not been able to
locate Market Street but London Road is on the 1892 map below. These houses are in

the neighborhood called the Barony Civil Parish or Dennistoun. About four or five blocks
up London Road was 24 Bell Street where George Fraser’s uncle, George Leask and his
wife Ann lived. In November, 1884 Uncle George took ill with Bronchitis. The illness
worsened and he died on 22 January 1885xxv.
The next record found for this family is the 1891 Census where they are now residing in
an apartment at 270 London Road which is still in the Dennistoun neighborhood of
20
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Glasgowxxvi. George Fraser is still working as a journeyman mason. The Census was taken
on 5 April 1891. Elizabeth, in her birth record, was born on 21 October 1853 yet she
informs the census taker she is but 29 years of age.
Ten years later in the 1901 Censusxxvii, George and Elizabeth Fraser are living in an
apartment at 105 Bernard Street in the same neighborhood of Glasgow. Bernard Street
is one street below London Road in the previous map. The tenement buildings depicted
in the 1892 map were razed for commercial buildings in the early 20th Century and many
of those buildings are also gone. George was still working as a mason while his son George
L. Fraser, 18 years of age is working as a Printer-Cannasitor (difficulty reading the census)
and their other son Henry, 14 years old is a scholar. Elizabeth though, appears to have
gotten a bit younger, her age now listed as 36 years. If the reader did not notice, the son
here was identified as George L. Fraser. This is the first indication that “wee Grandpa” did
use the middle name Leask.
Our genealogy research of the Leask-Fraser family line originated about 1797 with James
Leask and wife Lillias Middleton, through
their daughter Ann Thain Leask, through
her son, George Gellan Leask who
became known as George Fraser, to the
much beloved "wee" Grandpa, George
Leask Fraser. As shown earlier, George
Fraser (the son) was born on 9 August
1882 and lived his life so far in Glasgow.
He met a local Glasgow girl, may even had
attended the same school with her. The
girl was as Ellen Hume.
This photo, taken at Hampton Studios,
195½ Argyle Street in Glasgow about
1902 is Catherine Hume, standing, and
her sister Ellen Hume.
On 6 February 1903 George (Leask)
Fraser, age 20, a Draughtsman living at
165 Bernard Street, Dennistoun, Glasgow
married Ellen Hume, age 19, a Cotton Weaver living at 422 London Road, Dennistoun,
21
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Glasgow. George's parents were listed as; George Fraser, a Mason and Elizabeth Fraser,
Maiden surname McAlpine. Ellen's parents were listed as William Hume, employed as a
Carter and Ellen Hume, Maiden Surname Rooney. All the parents were still living.
Witnesses were Edward Hume and Mary Patterson.xxviii Edward Hume was Ellen Hume's
older brother. Ellen Hume’s family history can be a topic for another occasion but we
offer for the time being her family tree in the endnotes.xxix
Four years later, the son of Ann Thain Leask and Duncan Fraser, George (Gellan Leask)
Fraser will pass away on 8 August 1907. The informant for his death certificate was his
wife Elizabethxxx. She said he was 47 years old. Actually George was 50 years, 4 months
and 16 days old. Is it possible the son of Ann Thain Leask and Duncan Fraser was unaware
of his actual birth date? How much time he lived with his mother during his lifetime is
unknown but what we do know, (another recap) he was a boarder at 4 years of age in
Gordonstown, lived with his Uncle George and Aunt Ann Leask at 16 (14) years of age in
Aberdeen, was a mason at 24 in Falkirk, married Elizabeth McAlpine at 25 and fathered
two boys, George (Leask) Fraser and Henry Fraser.
George's cause of death was listed as Neurasthenia. The word "neurasthenia" is a term
that has fallen into disuse among psychiatrists in the United States and Australia. It
remains in use in the United Kingdom. Where it is used, it covers a wide spectrum of
symptoms including the sensation of pain or of numbness in various parts of the body,
chronic fatigue, weakness, anxiety, and fainting. Additional findings associated with this
term may include rapid intense heartbeat that may be irregular (palpitations,
tachycardia); cold, clammy hands and feet; abnormally rapid breathing
(hyperventilating); dizziness or faintness; periodic sighing; and/or sweating for no
apparent reason12.
On George’s death record, the informant was his wife Elizabeth who informed the
Registrar that Duncan Fraser and Ann Leask were both deceased. However, we found the
death record for Ann Thain Leask. She died at 78 years of age, a domestic servant, on
August 27, 1912 where she was living in the Aberdeen Poor House. xxxi
Returning to the family story, in order to become the "wee" grandpa for his future
grandchildren, George (Leask) Fraser first had to produce some children of his own. On
February 22, 1909, Ellen Hume Fraser gave birth to their first child, Ellen Fraser in their
12
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home at 275 London Road, Glasgow. This girl was named for her mother Ellen Hume but
family tradition holds that this child always went by the name Helen Fraser.
The 1911 Census taken on 7 April 1911xxxii finds George (Leask) Fraser, age 28 and Helen
Fraser, age 27 with their first child Helen, age 2, living in a flat at 87 Fordneuk Street,
Camlachie, Glasgow. George is a needle maker in a Machine Manufactory which we
believe was the Singer Sewing Machine Company. Fordneuk Street intersects with
London Road and is only another city block above Bernard Street indicating George
(Leask) Fraser was still living in the Dennistoun neighborhood where he was raised, again
as indicated in the following map. Fordneuk Street is highlighted in yellow and I believe
87 Fordneuk is where the number is placed over the building on the map.

Slightly more than three months later, on 22 July 1911, another George Fraser was born
into the world to George (Leask) Fraser and Ellen Hume Fraser, still living in their home at
87 Fordneuk Street, Glasgow. This baby boy was named George Fraser. It is notable that
this boy’s birth record indicated that he was George Fraser, son of George Fraser. The
birth record for the baby boy did not contain the middle name Leask xxxiii but nor did the
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father’s name but we know he was George (Leask) Fraser. Some family members have
believed that the middle name Leask applied to all three George Fraser males, starting
with the boy, George Gellan Leask who took on the name of George Fraser. Not so for
the first George Fraser. The birth records are in the endnotes, as is the death record for
the first George Fraser. Not once was the middle name Leask applied to one of his
records, be it birth, census or death record. More on this later.
Their third child, Elizabeth McAlpine Fraser, was born on 2 July 1914, (my wife Helen's
mother) at 101 Coventry Drive, Glasgowxxxiv. Knowing the addresses of where George and
Helen's children were born helps to eventually plot their course, from their first home at
275 London Road to 150 Kilbowie Road in Clydebank. Also note, for the first time, a
middle name is given to one of their children.
Not quite two years after Elizabeth's birth, on 2 March 1916, Edward Hume Fraser was
born, another child with a middle name. The following year, on 3 June 1917, Harry Fraser
came along, giving George and Ellen Fraser five children. Since we are keeping track, so
far only two of the five children were given middle names.
We do not have the actual birth records for Edward and Harry to provide the address
where each child was born but Irene Coyle's records show that her mother, Georgina
Fraser, was born on 17 December 1921 in their flat at 101 Coventry Drive, Glasgow.
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Without other corroborating evidence, it does appear the Fraser family resided at the
Coventry address from at least 1914 to 1921. The map above shows Coventry Drive in
1910. The aerial photo below shows that the original 101 Coventry Drive buildings no

longer exist.
Where Adaline Fraser, who was born on 14 July 1924 is to be determined. Isabella Martin
Fraser was born on 23 November 1925 at 150 Kilbowie Road, Clydebank, as told to us by
Aunt Isabel herself, who incidentally was the third child to warrant a middle name.
The 1938 Ordnance Survey map below shows the building where George Fraser moved
his family around 1925. Their flat, on the fourth floor at the north corner of the building
was above the Socialist Party Hall on the ground floor at 150 Kilbowie Road. On the
Kilbowie side of the building the ground floor consisted mostly of commercial stores or
flats with three floors of flats above. From their apartment windows, on the Kilbowie side
they had a view of the Singer Factory and the Singer Tower Clock. The house at 150
Kilbowie Road was knocked down after 1977 to make way for the current Clydebank
shopping mall.
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During the year of 1927, George's wife
Ellen was diagnosed with Uterine
Cancer, also with Sarcoma of the right
foot. George took Ellen to Glasgow to
have this photo taken.
Of Ellen’s eight children, the five
youngest were between 2 and 12 years
of age. Helen, the oldest child at 18, was
already working full time in the Singer
factory, as was young George at 16 years
of age. That left Elizabeth, then aged 14,
to leave school and assume duties of
running the household and caring for her
younger siblings as her mother grew
more ill. Ellen Fraser died from Cancer
the day after Christmas, 26 December
1927xxxv.
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Between Helen and Elizabeth, they managed to keep the family going for George as he
assumed additional responsibilities in the Singer Sewing Machine Company. By 15 April
1936, when the youngest child, Isabel was 10 years of age, Elizabeth left home and
married William Cathro. Helen, now 27 years, while still working full time in the Singer
factory, remained at home helping George rear the younger children.
On 25 June 1938, 26 year old George Fraser married Kathleen Baillie and moved away
from 150 Kilbowie Road. The German Army invaded Poland on 1 September 1939.
England and France declared war on Germany two days later. George Fraser’s two
remaining sons, Edward Hume and Harry, went into the British Army, Edward serving in
Burma while Harry fought in Africa. In 1939 that left George Fraser at home in his 150
Kilbowie Road flat with four of his daughters: Helen, 30, Georgina, 17, Adaline, 16 and
Isabella, 13.
In 1939 the war with Germany began13. The Germans had been bombing all over England
and Scotland when on the nights of Thursday, March 13 and Friday March 14, 1941 the
Clydeside was blitzed. On Thursday night, the house at 18 Lasswade Street, Yoker, where
Elizabeth, her husband William Cathro and their two children, Margaret and Helen were
living on the first floor, was hit with an incendiary bomb burning out the top floor. An
auxiliary fire team arrived with a trailer pump unit. William and some of the other
residents spent the night helping to extinguish the fires while the women and children
huddled in brick shelters. In the morning, their house unusable, the Cathro family set out
for Revoch Drive, Knightswood, home of William's sister Kit Gunn. Kit and her husband
Albert fed them breakfast before they set out again, this time for Dalmuir. They eventually
made it to Nairn Street, home of William's parents, only to discover all residents whose
homes had been destroyed in the Blitz were to be evacuated from the area. They hitched
a ride in a Laundry Van to Milngavie where William's Aunt Annie housed them for several
days. Eventually they were officially settled in the basement of a large estate home in
Bearsden, staying for most of 1941. Early 1942 they returned to Nairn Street, Dalmuir to
stay with William's parents and siblings for the duration. Elizabeth and William welcomed
their third child, another girl, Elizabeth McAlpine Fraser Cathro on 30 June 1943. Elizabeth
was born in the Airthrey Castle in Stirling. The Castle was converted into a maternity
hospital during the war. Elizabeth was George Fraser’s third grandchild.

13

This information was taken from the Memoirs of William Cathro.
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George Fraser and his daughters, living in their 4th floor flat at 150 Kilbowie Road, which
was one of the very few buildings that escaped damage during the March 1941 Blitz of
Clydebank. They remained in there throughout the war. Georgina, 22, or Ena as she was
called by the family, married John Coyle, 23, on 12 April 1944. She remained living at
home while John was serving in the British Navy. Adaline, or Ada as she was called by
the family, was 2 years younger than Ina and during this time period she married William
Colquhoun, the young man living with his family in the ground floor flat of 150 Kilbowie
Road. Ada also remained at home while her husband served in the British Forces.
In early 1945, Elizabeth had a spat with William Cathro's sister Mary, while they were
living in the Nairn Street house. Elizabeth, William and their girls Margaret, Helen and
Elizabeth moved into the already quite crowded flat at 150 Kilbowie Road. The war was
over in June, 1945 but Elizabeth and her family continued to live with her father until a
house on Attlee Avenue, Clydebank was available in 1948.
Also in 1945, George Fraser’s son, George Fraser and his wife Kathleen welcomed their
first child, Iain Leask Fraser. Iain was Grandpa George Fraser’s fourth grandchild. On 20
October 1945, Ina and John Coyle presented Grandpa Fraser with his fifth grandchild,
Georgina Coyle.
In Clydebank on 13 November 1945, George Fraser’s youngest daughter, Isabella Martin
Fraser, or Isabel as she was called by the family, ten days before her twentieth birthday,
she married Harry Boden Fernley, a British Soldier from England, just seven days before
his twenty-sixth birthday.
During this time period, 1939 through 1950, George Fraser's children were growing up,
marrying and leaving 150 Kilbowie Road. The last to leave, Helen, married William Neville
in 1949. For a short period around 1950, Helen and William Neville lived in the 150
Kilbowie Road flat while George, quite ill and to avoid walking up the stairs to his 4th floor
flat, he moved in with his daughter Ena (Georgina) and her husband John Coyle in their
first floor flat across Kilbowie Road, in the Singer Company Firemen's flats. Ena and John
had one small girl, Irene with another, Maureen not quite arrived.
His health restored, George returned to his flat at 150 Kilbowie Road sometime in 1950.
About midnight on Friday night, February 23, 1951 the wee Grandpa, George Fraser, 68
years old, said goodnight to some friends and neighbors and went up the three flights of
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stairs one final time. He was found at 8am the following morning, dead from heart
diseasexxxvi.
A final note on middle names as they pertain to the name Leask within the Fraser family.
The first George Fraser was born George Gellan Leask. His name officially became George
Fraser on the 1861 Census. When I say officially, I have no record of a name change, only
that from 1861 until he died, this individual used the name George Fraser, including on
his death record. There is no record of his using the Leask middle name.
The second George Fraser, the “wee Grandpa”. His birth record stated his name was
George Fraser. The 1891 Census listed him as George Fraser. However, in the 1901
Census he was identified as George L. Fraser. This is a clear indication that Grandpa Fraser
believed his name was George Leask Fraser. He just did not use his middle name on the
birth record of his eight children. On his death record he was identified as George Leask
Fraser. The names of parents of the deceased are not asked for on the record. His son,
the third George Fraser, was the informant on the death record.
The third George Fraser, son of the “wee Grandpa” was born as George Fraser. The father
was also George Fraser on the birth record but we now know he also identified himself as
George Leask Fraser although we have yet to see a record. We will have to wait for the
Census records of 1921 and 1931 to be released by Scotland’s People or NRS.
“wee Grandpa” George Leask Fraser sired eight children but only bestowed middle names
on three of his children: Elizabeth McAlpine, Edward Hume and Isabella Martin.
His children either bestowed one or two middle names to their children or ignored middle
names totally. If the reader is sufficiently inspired to research Fraser descendant middle
names, please review the family tree on Ancestry.com.
George and Helen Fraser had eight children living to adulthood:
Helen Fraser, 22 Feb 1909; married William Neville
George Leask Fraser Jr., 22 Jul 1911; married Kathleen Bailie
Elizabeth McAlpine Fraser, 2 Jul 1914; married William Cathro
Edward Fraser, 2 Mar 1916; married Annie Elizabeth Clarke
Harry Fraser, 3 Jun 1917; married Janet Truman
Georgina Fraser, 17 Dec 1921; married John Coyle
Adaline Fraser, 14 Jul 1924 married William Colquohoun
Isabella Martin Fraser, 23 Nov 1925; married Harry Boden Fernley.
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Presented with honor and respect to those who have lived and loved before our time,
Joe Fizell
6 September 2015
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